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Abstract 
Metaprogramming - writing programs that manipulate programs as data -
requires a formal foundation in order that people be able to reason about the 
effects of their metaprograms. Of equal importance, metaprogramming requires 
an intuitive foundation that facilitates most frequent, natural manipulations of 
programs as data. In the past, the program transformation community has 
characterized well means for expressing pattern-matching and individual 
transformations. This report concentrates on developing a calculus for 
characterizing transformation application by providing operators on abstract 
syntax trees and studying their relationships. The work builds directly on the 
Theory of lists developed by Meertens and Bird and an extension to the Theory of 
Binary Labeled Trees developed by Gibbons. Although the foundations for the 
theory lie in category theory, the presentation should be accessible to a wide 
audience interested in program manipulation systems. 
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1 THE THEORY OF LISTS AND THEORIES IN GENERAL 

In 1981 Lambert Meertens challenged the members of IFIP WG2.1 -the Algol 
group - to develop a theory of "algorithmics."· Over time that vision has 
crystallized to mean, for sufficiently constrained domains of interest to 
programming, to develop a set of data abstractions and operators on those 
abstractions that characterize the domain so well that: 
• algorithms for manipulating the abstractions can be readily expressed by 

people familiar with the domain; 
• most reasoning about the algorithms can be calculational. The need for 

induction proofs for reasoning about the algorithms has been subsumed by 
the design of the abstractions and especially, of the operators. 

In the domain of program manipulation itself, metaprogramming, the program 
transformation community has characterized well means for expressing pattern
matching and individual transformations (Heckmann, 1988, Huet, 1978, Paulson, 
1983). Moreover, recent efforts with category-theoretic approaches to describing 
program manipulation (Jeuring, 1995) have provided a sound foundation for 
transformation application. This report focuses on providing a rich set of 
operators that correlate well with the intuitive operations used by practitioners in 
the field of program transformation, operators missing from these latter efforts or 
inaccessible because of their category-theoretic basis. 

Soon after his challenge, Lambert and Richard Bird developed the Theory of 
lists (Bird, 1987), characterizing regular manipulations of lists. The Theory of 
Lists is of primary interest for the philosophical and pedagogical reasons just 
stated. Manipulations of lists are described with operators appropriate for 
scanning and reducing data contained in lists. Reasoning about their etlicient 
implementation is equational, or transformational, not requiring inductive proofs 
and finding elusive invariants. 

Syntactically, the notation used to express the Theory of Lists is extremely 
concise, overloading operators and functional composition in a way similar to, 
but more powerful than APL, often in ways akin to linear algebra, for example, 
where the space of linear functions over a vector space itself is a vector space. 
Over time even the developers of the Theory of Lists have come to realize that 
this conciseness is a two-edged sword. On the one hand, people familiar with the 
"squiggles" in the notation - the language has even been dubbed "Squigol" -
have tremendous facility in what they can express. On the other, convincing 
newcomers to the notation to use it is difficult because it requires a large 
investment in learning time. 

Hence, subsequent theories developed by members of the group have become 
less notation-intensive and more focused on the operators necessary for their 
expression. For some time after the Theory of Lists was developed, developers of 
theories were enamored of finding "homomorphisms," "catamorphisms, " and 
"paramorphisms" for data structures under study (Meertens, 1992, Malcolm, 

• In Wheeling, West Virginia, 1980. 
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1990). These functionals (functions with functions as arguments), arising from 
category theory, characterize the natural structural induction for any structure. 
Indeed, finding the catamorphism for a data type is important, but it is also 
straightforward. The difficult part of designing a calculus is in discovering the 
interesting and useful operators that specialize the catamorphism, that is, finding 
a good set of operators and a sufficient set of transformations for manipulating 
those operators meaningfully. 

This report attempts to lay the foundation of a calculus for abstract syntax 
trees, similar to that provided by the Theory of Lists. (It will sometimes be 
referred to as the "metaprogramming calculus," of which the theory of abstract 
syntax trees is only a part.) It is instructive first to examine the Theory of Lists 
briefly to establish terminology and conventions for the later development. 

Syntax Conventions 
In the Theory of Lists, expressions are sequences of operators and operands 
interpreted within a right-to-left precedence scheme; in addition, typing is used to 
eliminate parentheses. In the present formulation of the metaprogramming 
calculus, the conciseness of the Theory of Lists is forgone in order to relate better 
to notations already well-understood by most readers. An adaptation of Haskell 
(Hudak,1992) will be used, demonstrated presently with definitions for some of 
the functions in the Theory of Lists, definitions used later as well. 

First, although the Theory of Lists is based on the concatenate constructor, a 
similar theory can be based on the simple Lisp "cons" constructor (here written 
":") that joins an element and a list, producing a new list with the element as it 
tirst element and the list as the rest of the list (Malcolm, 1990). Generally, one 
specifies the type of functions in Haskell, even though the translator can figure 
them out. Map_list, called map in Haskell, takes a function and a list as 
arguments and returns a list: 

map_list (a-> b) -> [a] -> [b] 

This is read: "map_list takes a function from as to bs and a list of as and returns a 
list of bs." Function definition in Haskell uses argument pattern matching. Each 
pattern in turn is matched with the arguments of the function during invocation. 
The first definition whose pattern matches· defines the value of the function. The 
definition of map_list tests for the empty list before defining the recursive case: 

map_listf[] 
map_listf(x:xs) 

= [] 
= if x) : (map_listf xs) 

In the definition of map_list the map_list function is applied recursively to the tail 
of the list, xs, after which the application of the function to the first element of 
the list is consed onto the result. Parentheses could be eliminated from this 
definition, but for clarity they are being retained throughout this report. 

• And whose guard succeeds, as we will see later. 
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The most fundamental of the list functions is right_reduce (what Haskell calls 
the foldr operator). 

right_reduce .. (a-> b ->b)-> b -> [a]-> b 

right_reduce f z [] = z 
right _reduce f z (x:xs) = f x (right_reducefz xs) 

This "catamorphism" function can actually be used to define all the other list 
functions in the Theory of Lists. 

It is very common for the function f to be an associative binary operator and 
for that operator to have an identity element, /r. In this case we can use a 
functional, reduce_list, that applies the operator between all the elements in the 
structure: 

reduce_list .. (a-> a-> a)-> [a]-> a 

reduce_list ® s = right_reduce (®)I® s 

It is useful to have a concatenation operator, written "++", in what follows. 
Naturally, its identity element is the empty sequence. It will never be used in 
pattern matching (since such matches are often ambiguous). An especially useful 
list function that uses concatenation and illustrates Haskell's guards is the 
filter _list function: 

filter_list .. (a-> Boolean)-> [a]-> [a] 

filter_listf s = reduce_list ( ++) (map_list g s) 
where g a If a = [a 1 

g a = [] 

Here, the function g has a guard, indicated by the "I" symbol, that calls the 
argument predicate, f a; when that predicate is true, the first definition of g is 
used. Otherwise, the second. Hence, each element of the mapped function is 
either a singleton list or an empty list. The reduction then concatenates all these 
together, thereby eliminating those for which the predicate,/, was false. 

Idiosyncratic Conventions 
In Haskell, if all the patterns (and their associated guards) fail to match, the 
failure value bottom is returned. When bottom is returned in Haskell, the program 
fails. In what follows, I am adopting a different convention: a distinguished 
failure value is returned when all defining patterns fail to match. It is passed 
upwards like an exception until caught by an operaator testing for this value. Two 
operators are available to test for this value. The defined operator returns true if 
its operand has a normal value; false, if it has the failure value. The otherwise 
operator, written"?," is defined as follows: 
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::a-> a-> a 

I defined x = x 
=y 

Defining the defined function requires a straight-forward, but wordy, 
extension to Haskell. Each type in the metaprogram that occurs in an otherwise 
operator must be extended with a failure value. Then the defined function must be 
defined for each of these types. Then the definition of each function, J, that 
returns a value from that type is extended with: 

f ... = failure_ value 

(In Haskell, the "wildcard" symbol, underscore, indicates that the matched 
argument's value will not be used in the definition.) Finally, every function that 
uses an argument of the type must be redefined to match only when the failure 
value is not passed in. 

Haskell has several conventions that allow one to produce extremely concise 
expressions. The use of precedence is one. Another is the use of "sections," which 
allows one to omit arguments to functions, turning them into lambda expressions 
implicitly. Here an analogous shorthand is introduced for functions that is more 
general and slightly less difficult to read. The scope of the lambda expression and 
the position of variables' occurrences are made explicit; only the names of the 
variables are implicit("#" and"##"). (Haskell uses the"\" symbol for lambda.) 

#( ... # ... ) 
##( ... # ... ## ... ) 

Thus, 

#(a+#) 3 

##(f# (g ## #)) 3 4 

= \x-> ( ... x ... ) 
= \X y ->( ... X ••• y ... ) 

= \ x -> (a + x) 3 
= a+ 3 
= \xy->(fx(gyx))34 
= /3 (g4 3) 

An operator related to otherwise, first to apply, written "??," is useful for 
applying one of several possible transformations. It is defined: 

(??) ·· (a-> b)-> (a-> b) -> (a-> b) 

(??) fg = #( (f#) ? (g #)) 

Catamorphisms 
In order to produce a calculus - a set of transformations used for manipulating a 
set of operators - it is necessary to characterize inductive manipulations by 
introducing operators that take operators as arguments, i.e. functionals. Two such 
functionals are map_list and reduce_list, presented above. 
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Such functionals are defined inductively on the construction functions 
characterizing the data type; for lists, cons and empty, [].' In fact, one fonn of 
functional characterizes all fonns of structural inductive functions for lists; this 
fonn is called a catamorphism. It is beyond the scope of this report to explain 
why such a function is so characteristic of the data type, but it is worth 
reemphasizing two important points that will carry over into the definitions of 
labeled trees: 
• Finding the catamorphism for the data type is important, such as reduce_list 

for lists, but it is also straightforward. 
• Discovering the interesting and useful operators that specialize the 

catamorphism is where the difficulty lies in producing a good calculus for 
manipulating the data structures, that is, finding a good set of operators and a 
sufficient set of transfonnations for manipulating those operators. 

Indeed, some of the transfonnations come "for free" by relating the 
specialized operators to the catamorphism, so called promotion theorems, for 
example. Consider the definitions of map_list and filter _list above, in tenns of the 
catamorphism: 

map_listfl 
tilter_list f l 

= right_reduce ##([{#] ++ ##) [] l 
= right_reduce ##( (ifj# then [#] else []) ++ ##) [] l 

Mapping and tiltering are operations that occur over and over again when 
manipulating lists. Hence, it is important to identify these patterned applications 
of reduction. 

Moreover, it is quite difficult to see without these definitions that, for 
example, 

map _list f (map _list g l) = map _list <r g) I 

Or that, iff~ g: 

tilter_list g (filter_list l j) = tilter_list f l 

That is, the patterns for these equivalences in tenns of the reduce_list 
fonnulations are extremely complex and not readily matched by humans. 
However, these are the kinds of transfonnations one needs to perfonn to do 
various analysis or abstract interpretation tasks. 

Similarly, in what follows the catamorphism for labeled trees is readily 
defined, but the importance of the calculus is in identifying those operators that 
are interesting on labeled trees to do the tasks required for metaprogramming, i.e. 
for manipulating programs as data. 

[a,b,c] is then used to abbreviate a: b: c : D. 
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2 LABELED TREES 

An important intermediate step in the development of a theory for abstract syntax 
trees is the development of labeled trees. Other theories of labeled trees have 
been proposed, ftrst by Meertens (1988), whose so-called "rose trees" have 
labeled tip nodes, but only structures in the nonterminals (no labels). I proposed a 
precursor to the current proposal not long thereafter (Wile, 1988); the present 
proposal is considerably more elegant. Runciman (1989) began a development 
which has an unnatural construction operator that, although quite concise and 
elegant, is inappropriate for extension into abstract syntax trees. Gibbons (1991, 
1993) developed a theory of labeled binary trees in his dissertation. His later 
work uses the same deftnition for trees as here (Jones, 1993, Gibbons, 1994), but 
I am not aware of a full reformulation of the theory for these trees. Nonetheless, it 
is fair to characterize the theory of labeled trees presented herein as a 
refommlation (and reinvention) of Gibbons' work. It is hoped that the 
development herein is accessible to a wider audience than that that readily 
understands Gibbons' category-theoretical treatment. 

Each labeled tree is a node consisting of a datum and a list of children. In 
Haskell such an abstract data type, Tree, is deftned: 

data Tree a 
label (Node x ts) 
children (Node x ts) 

= Node a [Tree a] 

= X 
= ts 

This deftnes the ADT, Tree a, where a is a type, the type of the labels of the 
tree. Instances of such trees are constructed using the Node constructor. The label 
and children destructors pick out the respective subcomponents of the Node. 

Maps 
There are several operators that, although they restructure trees, they retain some 
of the original structure; hence, they are called maps to connote the similarity of 
result. The ftrst map operator, relabel, is quite simple. It changes the labels on a 
tree, potentially based on the entire subtree which it relabeling, while leaving the 
structure intact. One might want to use such an operator to relabel an abstract 
syntax tree with the variables used freely within each subtree, for example. The 
operator is deftned: 

relabel ·· (Tree a-> b)-> Tree a-> Tree b 

relabel r t@(Node l s) = Node (r t) (map_list #(relabel r #) s) 

(In Haskell, the @ operator binds the variable to its left to the entire structure 
matching the pattern on its right, here Node l s.) 

Very simple examples will be used to describe the effects of the operators. 
They will all be based on the labeled tree: 
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(9 (9 (12 (10 (1)) (15))) 
(6 (1) (1)) 
(7 (10 (1)) (4) (15))) 
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where this more concise representation of labeled trees (Lisp, actually) is 
interpreted as follows: the label of the tree is the first element of the list and the 
children are the rest of the list. We will call this tree "trivial." 

Hence, 

relabel #(length (children#) + 3) trivial= 

(6 (4 (5 (4 (3)) (3))) 
(5 (3) (3)) 
(6 (4 (3)) (3) (3))) 

The prune operator is a most useful operator that allows whole branches of the 
tree to be pruned away or substituted for. Its use in metaprograrnming for 
substitution should be clear. 

prune 
prune p t I defined (p t) 
prune p (Node l s) 

·· (Tree a ->Tree a) ->Tree a ->Tree a 
= pt 
= Node l (map_list #(prune p #) s) 

Hence, if we wished to substitute for each tree labeled "12" a child labeled 
with "7" instead, with a sequence which dropped off the first element of the 
original, we could write: 

prune f trivial 
wheref(Node 12 (x:xs)) =Node 7 xs 

to produce: 

(9 (9 (7 (15))) 
(6 (1) (1)) 
(7 (10 (1)) (4) (15))) 

Reduction, Accumulation and Scanning Operators 
Analogous to the Theory of List's reduce_list operator, the reduce_tree operator 
accumulates information from the leaves to the nodes, using an associative 
operator. (It will often be necessary to relabel or prune trees before applying this 
operator.) 

reduce_tree ·· (a ->a ->a) ->Tree a-> a 

reduce_tree ®(Node l s) = (reduce_list (®) (map_list #(reduce_tree (®) 
#) s)) 

®I 
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Notice that the second occurrence of ® in the definition is the argument to 
reduce_list, and the third occurrence is the application of it to the recursive result 
and 1. 

Because "reduce_list ® [ !' is an identity element for®, 

reduce_tree (®) (Node l []) = l 

For example, "reduce_tree trivial+" is the sum of the labels, 101. The leaves of a 
tree are found with the simple reduction: 

leaves t = reduce_tree (++) (relabelft) 
where f (Node l []) = (l] 

ft = [] 
When applied to trivial, this produces: 

(1 15 1 1 1 4 15) 

The postfix sequence for a tree is simply 

postfix t = reduce_tree (++) (relabelft) 
wheref{Node l s) = [1] 

When applied to trivial this would produce: 

(1 10 15 12 9 1 1 6 1 10 4 15 7 9) 

Notice that to make sense of such a sequence, the arity associated with each 
label acting as an operator would need to be known. 

An operator analogous to the Theory of List's right_reduce is the synthesize 
operator. It applies its (nonassociative) operator argument to all the information 
from below as well as the current node (the tree) to determine its value: 

synthesize ·· ([b)-> Tree a-> b)-> Tree a-> b 

synthesizejt@(Node l s) = f(map_list#(synthesizef#) s) t 

The prefix sequence for our example can be written: 

prefix t = synthesize f t 
where f ss (Node l s) = [I]++( reduce_list ( ++) ss) 

When applied to trivial this produces: 

(9 9 12 10 1 15 6 1 1 7 10 1 4 15) 

The synthesize operator is the most general of the operators. It is like the 
catamorphism reduce_list above, only technically it is called a paramorphism, 
because it takes the original "element" of the data type - the tree here - as an 
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argument as well as the infonnation accumulated from below. (This is not really 
more general, for the function below can pass up the original tree; it is just a 
convenience in that functions are often sensitive to the tree, especially the label.) 
In fact, all of the operators d~fined above can be defined using synthesize. In 
particular, the following three equivalences hold: 

Synthesis reduction: 

reduce_tree ® t = synthesizeft 
wherefss (Node l s) = (reduce_list (®) ss) ® l 

Synthesis relabel: 

relabel r t 

Synthesis prune: 

prune p t 

= synthesize ##(Node (r ##) #) t 

= synthesize g t 
where g sst I defined (p t) = p t 

g ss (Node l s) = Node l ss 

The operators above take infonnation from below in the tree and synthesize it 
into the label of a similar tree. However, the final operators, inherit and 
positional_inherit, work the other way around; they take infonnation and pass it 
down the tree by relabeling the subnodes: 

inherit ·· (b ->Tree a-> b) -> b -> Tree a-> Tree b 

inherit/ b t@(Node l s) = Node n (map_list #(inheritfn #) s) 
where n = fbt 

A function that inherits its depth in the tree is: 

depth t = inherit##(#+ 1) 0 t 

Applying this to trivial produces: 

(1 (2 (3 (4 (5)) (4))) 
(2 (3) (3)) 
(2 (3 (4)) (3) (3))) 

Using inherit, there is no way to pass infonnation down to the children while 
differentiating which position the child was in. This is often needed when writing 
analytical functions. For example, when type-checking, one would pass a 
different target type down to a conditional's predicate position than to the then 
and else positions. Hence, positional_inherit is takes the children into 
consideration: 
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positional_inherit ·· (b ->Tree a-> [b]) -> b ->Tree a-> Tree b 

positional_inheritf at ·· Node a map_list ##(positional_inherit/# ##) 
(map_list first 

(zip_list ift a) (children t))) 
where first (a,_)= a 

This rather tricky formulation forces the resulting tree shape to be the same as the 
original by insisting that the function, f, return a list of the same length as the 
children, by zipping it with them and then projecting out the results. 

In the Theory of Lists there are "scanning" versions of the reduction 
operators, versions that produce sequences with the accumulated values 
associated at the appropriate positions in the list. Analogous operators for trees 
are "labeling" versions of reduce and synthesize, named reduce_label and 
synthesize_label, respectively: 

reduce_label f t 
synthesize _label f t 

Hence, 

= relabel #(reduce_tree f#) t 
= relabel #(synthesize f#) t 

reduce_label ( +) trivial = 

and 

(10I (47 (38 (II (I)) (15))) 
(8 (I) (I)) 
(37 (II (I)) (4) (15))) 

synthesize_label ##(prefix ##) trivial 

labels each tree with its prefix sequence: 

((9 9 I2 10 I I5 6 I I 7 IO l 4 I5) 
((9 I2 10 1 15) ((12 10 1 15) ((10 1) ((1))) ((15)))) 
((6 1 1) ((I)) ((1))) 
((7 10 1 4 15) ((10 1) ((1))) ((4)) ((15)))) 

The Relabeling Theorem 
Relabeling a tree by invoking a function whose value is computed recursively on 
the tree is apparently exorbitantly expensive! However, it may describe 
especially well the way one conceptualizes a metaprogramming activity. 
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Concerns for efficiency within a calculus should be separable; they should only 
arise if it appears that an efficient version of a function could not be gotten by 
transfonnation and other fonnal manipulations. The following theorem should 
assuage some of these concerns for this particular operator: 

The Relabeling Theorem: 

relabel #(synthesize/#) 1 = synthesize g 1 

where g sst= Node (f(map_list label ss) t) ss 

Hence, only a single recursive pass is required to accumulate at the labels, 
infonnation synthesized from the tree below. 

Since the proof of this theorem is typical of proofs on trees, it is included in 
the text for illustrative purposes. Perhaps the most important (and obvious) need 
is for an induction proof principle. It is simple: to prove a property of a tree, first 
prove it for the leaves. It may then be assumed to hold of the subtrees in the 
proof. 

Proof In this proof, a lemma is useful: 

synthesize f t = 

Proof of lemma. 
Leaves: 

synthesize f (Node l []) 

label (synthesize g t) 

= f(map_list #(synthesize/#)[]) (Node l []) 
= f[] (Node l []) 

def of synth 
def of map_list 

N.B., this equivalence is referred to as the "sublemma" in the remaining proofs. 

label (synthesize g (Node l [])) 

=label (g [] (Node l [])) 
= f(map_list label[]) (Node l []) 
= f[] (Node l []) 

QED leaves. 

label (synthesize g t) 

= label (g (map_list #(synthesize g #) (children t)) t) 
=let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t) 

in label (Node (f(map_list label ss) t) ss) 

sub lemma 
def of g 
def of map_list 

def of synth. 
def of g 
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=let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t) 
in if (map_list label ss) t) 

= f(map_list (map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t)) label) t 
= f(map_list #(label (synthesize g #))(children t)) t 
=/(map_list#(synthesizef#) (children t)) t 
= synthesize f t 

QED lemma. 
Then, 

Leaves: 

relabel #(synthesize/#) (Node l []) 

=Node (synthesizef(Node l [])) 
(map_list #(relabel #(synthesize f#) #) []) 

=Node (synthesizef(Node l [])) [] 
=Node if[] (Node l [])) [] 

synthesize g (Node l []) 

= g [] (Node l []) 
=Node if(map_list label[]) (Node l [])) [] 
=Node if[] (Node l [])) [] 

QED leaves. 

synthesize g t 

def of label 

subst for ss 
dist map_list 
inductive hyp 
def of synth 

def of relabel 

def of map_list 
sub lemma 

sublemma 
def of g 
def of map_list 

= g (map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t)) t def of synth 
= let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #) (children t) 

in Node if(map_list label ss) t) ss def of g 
=let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t) subst for ss 

in Node if(map_list label (map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t))) t) ss 
=let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t) dist map_list 

in Node if(map_list #(label (synthesize g #))(children t)) t) ss 
= let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #) (children t) apply lemma 

in Node if(map_list #(synthesize/#) (children t)) t) ss 
=let ss = map_list #(synthesize g #)(children t) def of synth. 

in Node (synthesizeft) ss 
= let ss = map_list #(relabel #(synthesize f#) #) (children t) inductive hyp. 

in Node (synthesize f t) ss 
= Node (synthesize f t) subst for ss 

(map_list #(relabel #(synthesize f#) #)(children t)) 
=relabel #(synthesize/#) t def of relabel 
QED Theorem 
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It should be emphasized that the use of induction is not the nonn in calculus 
proofs. In fact, it is exactly what a calculus is designed to avoid. However, there 
are always fundamental promotion theorems, like the relabeling theorem, that 
require such proofs.' A complete version of the calculus will certainly not require 
its users to invent and prove such theorems. 

Zipping Trees 
Another notion from the Theory of Lists is the idea of "zipping" data, putting 
data from corresponding structures into a single structure with corresponding 
data. For example, from two sequences we might fonn a sequence of pairs: 

zip_list s [] 
zip _list [] t 
zip_list (a:s) (b:q) 

= 
= 
= 

[] 
[] 
(a,b): (zip_list s q) 

We then extend the meaning of map_list to apply binary operators and 
functions of two arguments to the elements of the pairs (Haskell's zip_with ): 

map_listf(zip_list (a:s) (b:q)) = (jab): (map_listf(zip_listsq)) 

Here we extend the zip notion pairwise to the labels of trees as follows: 

zip_tree (Node l s) (Node m q) 
= Node (l,m} (map_list zip_tree (zip_list s q)) 

This operator is especially useful for accumulating inherited and synthesized 
attributes of a tree. In some ways the operator is rather ugly, but functional 
techniques for avoiding its usage are even more obscure. The author's Popart 
system (Wile, 1991) allows the tree to be decorated with attributes instead. 

Examples 
A few more examples may illustrate the simple labeled tree operators better. To 
count the nodes of a tree we merely need to relabel each node with the integer 1 
and reduce with the sum: 

count t = reduce_tree (+)(relabel #(1) t) 

Similarly, the maximum depth of a tree can be found by taking the max 
subtree size from below, and adding 1: 

max_depth t = synthesize ##((reduce_list (max)#)+ I) t 

' In fact, because synthesize is a "paramorphism" there is an elegant, inductionless proof of this 
very theorem using a promotion theorem from category theory. But the approach here is to try to 
make these operators accessible to a wider aucience than that familiar with category theory. 
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This relies on 0 being the identity element for maximum. Notice that in this 
function, like many, the synthesized function can ignore the original tree when 
accumulating. 
To find the minimal label of a tree: 

minimum_label t = reduce_tree (min) t 

Whether x is one of the labels of the tree: 

contains t x = reduce_tree (or) (relabel #(label#== x) t) 

Postfix order: 

postfix t = reduce_tree ( ++) (relabel #([label #]) t) 

A tree labeled with each node's distance from the root: 

distance t = inherit##(#+ 1) 0 t 

3 ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREES 

The goal of an abstract syntax is to describe the structural essence of a language 
(Donzeau-Gouge, 1984). Syntax trees are operators - describing the important 
concepts in a language, applied to typed operands - describing the important 
components associated with the concept. Each operand is named with the role it 
plays in the concept. Trees are classified in a tree of types known as phyla -
describing inheritance relationships between concepts: Abstract syntax trees 
terminate in a prespecified set of primitive types, such as identifier and integer. 

For example, an if-then-else tree will have a structure that contains three slots, 
one for each of the predicate, the then branch and the else branch. Labeled trees 
may be used to model abstract syntax trees; the various slots of the trees will 
correspond positionally to sequence elements. It will not matter which positions 
correspond, but merely that the correspondence be consistent throughout the tree. 

For abstract syntax tree examples, the label type will be the operators of the 
abstract syntax categories plus the lexical categories for the terminal nodes. For 
example, 

data Keywords = IF I BLOCK I LOOP I PLUS I ID I ASSIGN I NUM 

Node ASSIGN [Node ID, [], Node PLUS [Node ID. [],Node NUM. [] ] 

• Here, the classification aspects of abstract syntax trees are not modeled. The theory must be 
extended to incorporate that concept. 
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would then represent a node with the label, ASSIGN, with two children: a node 
with label ID., and a node with label PLUS, etc., which would represent what is 
written a := a+l using concrete syntax. Notice again that the leaf nodes are 
constructed using the empty sequence of children.' 

Consider the following example written in concrete syntax. 

begin 

end 

integer a, b; 
real c; 
a+ b- c 

A corresponding abstract syntax representation might be: 

(Block 
(Declaration_list 
(Declaration (Declaration_ Type (Integer)) 

(ldentifier_list (Identifier (A)) 
(Identifier (B)))) 

(Declaration (Declaration_ Type (Real ) ) 
(ldentifier_list (Identifier (C))))) 

(Expression_list 
(Operation 
(Operation 

(FunctionCall (Identifier (A)) 
(Expression_list)) 

(PlusOp (+)) 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (B)) 

(Expression_list)) ) 
(PlusOp (+)) 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (C)) 

(Expression_list))))) 

To map this into the labeled-tree representation, we need only use the abstract 
syntax class names as labels for internal tree nodes, and the lexical constants and 
identifiers as labels of terminal nodes of the tree. Notice that lists of elements are 
translated into labels of the form, x_list. This tree will be referred to as "toy" in 
the examples below. 

Some interesting functions can now be defined for these abstract syntax trees. 
The following function returns the identifier used locally by a node: 

Technically we need a type for Keywords that includes the types for the terminal nodes of the 
tree, of course. That is being finessed here by writing I D •. 
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uses (Node Identifier [(Node id [])]) = [id] 
usest =0 

A function the extracts the identifiers declared in a block, declares, can be 
specified as: 

declares (Node Declaration [ignore_type, (Node Identifier_list il)]) 
= map_list (\Node Identifier [Node id []]-> id) 

il 
declares t = 0 
Now, to label trees with the sets of identifiers they declare and use, 

respectively, the following functions can be applied: 

l_declares t 
l_uses t 

= relabel declares t 
= relabel uses t 

The application, l_declares toy, is: 

(() 
(()((A B)(()(())) (() (() (())) (() (())))) 

((C) (() (())) (() (() (()))))) 
(() (() (() (() (() (())) (()))) 

(() (())) 
(() (() (())) (()))) 

(() (())) 
(() (() (())) (())))) 

The application, l_uses toy, is: 

(() (() (() (() (())) (() ((A) (())) ((B) (())))) 
(() (() (())) (() ((C) (()))))) 

(() (() (() (() ((A) (())) (()))) 
(() (())) 
(() ((B) (())) (()))) 

(() (())) 
(()((C)(()))(())))) 

Notice that the type over which the tree labels are defined is "set of 
identifiers." Given these labelings, we can label a tree with the identifiers 
declared above a node as 

declared_above t = inherit##(# union (label##)) 0 (l_declares t) 

Similarly, we can label the tree with the variables used somewhere below in 
the tree: 

used_below t = reduce_label (union) (l_uses t) 
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To label the tree with the variables used freely in any given context, we must 
pass up the tree, only those variables used freely below not trapped by the 
variables declared here: 

uses_freely t 
t)) 

= synthesize_labelf(zip_tree (/_uses t) ([_declares 

where f s (Node (u,d) q) = (list_reduce s (union)) union (u --
d) 

where, here,"--" is set difference. 
The application usesJreely toy produces: 

(() (() (() (() (())) ((A B) ((A) (())) ((B) (())))) 
(() (() (())) ((C) ((C) (()))))) 

((ABC) 
((AB) 

((A) ((A) ((A)(()))(()))) 
(() (())) 
((B) ((B) (())) (()))) 

(() (())) 
((C) ((C) (())) (())))) 

Operators Specialized for Abstract Syntax Trees 
Some specific operators can be defined that greatly enhance the ability to 
manipulate and transform abstract syntax trees. First, copy _synthesize copies 
those trees where its argument function does not apply, but passes up the 
application of the function to those that do: 

copy _synthesize ·· ([Tree a] ->Tree a-> Tree a) ->Tree a -> Tree a 

copy _synthesize f t = synthesize##((/###)? (Node (label##)#)) t 

The utility of copy_synthesize is most evident when used in the simplify 
operator. 

simplify ·· (Tree a-> Tree a)-> Tree a-> Tree a 

simplify ft = copy_synthesize ##(/(Node (label##)#)) t 

For example, a transformation function could transform x + x into 2 * x: 

double (Node Operation [x ,(Node PlusOp [(Node+[])]), y]) 
I x == y = Node Operation [Node Num [Node 2 []], 

(Node MulOp [(Node * [])]), x] 

Applying this in a simplify operation to the following tree: 
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(Operation 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (Q)) 

(Expression_list)) 
(PlusOp ( +)) 
(Operation 

(FunctionCall (Identifier (A)) 
(Expression_list)) 

(PlusOp ( +)) 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (A)) 

(Expression_list)))) 

will yield: 

(Operation 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (Q)) 

(Expression_list)) 
(PlusOp ( +)) 
(Operation 

(Nom (2)) 
(MulOp (*)) 
(FunctionCall (Identifier (A)) 

(Expression_list)))) 

Notice that it does this by trying to apply double to the innermost trees first, 
including those of Identifier and FunctionCall. These will return the failure value, 
which causes synthesize to use the original tree instead. When it reaches the level 
of the Operation with the PlusOp it will succeed and use the MulOP version of 
the abstract syntax tree produced by double. It will then go to the outermost 
Operation and fail to apply, causing it to return the transformed value of the 
children with the label of the parent. 

Sometimes the fixed point operator is needed to insure that all possible ways 
of applying a transformation have been tried: 

fp :: a-> (a-> a)-> a 

fpaf la==(fa) =a 
fpaf =fp(fa)/ 

It is used often enough with simplify that it is worth introducing the 
canonicalize operator: 

canonicalize :: (Tree a-> Tree a) ->Tree a-> Tree a 

canonicalize f t = fp t #(simplify f#) 
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(It is important to try to find simplifying transformations (in the 
metaprogramming space) to eliminate such calls. A major problem for future 
research in the calculus is to characterize functions for which "fixed-point fusion" 
transformations can be applied to eliminate the exponential growth entailed here.) 

List Form Operators 
The "_list" forms in the abstract syntax tree occur essentially everywhere an 
iterated form occurs in the concrete syntax. Hence, their occurrence is frequent 
and, in fact, there are very stylized operations that are applied to such forms. For 
example, at one stage in a transformation one might want to remove all 
occurrences of macro definitions from a program represented in an abstract 
syntax tree. One would like to simply filter those out of every declaration list. 
That is easily accomplished using the list form operators. 

The primary list form operator is, list synthesize, defined: • 

list_ synthesize 
Tree a 

:: ([Tree a] -> [Tree a] -> [Tree a]) ->Tree a-> 

list_synthesize f t = copy _synthesize g t 
where g rr (Node l s) I (L? l) = Node l if rr s) 

(Here, L? holds when its argument label ends with the "_list" suffix.) Now two 
versions of functions that filter out particular sequence elements are provided: 
bottom up versions and top down versions. The bottom up versions are easier to 
define. 

First, bottom_up filter is defined to remove certain elements from the list. 

bottom_up_filter .. (Tree a -> Boolean) -> Tree a -> Tree a 

bottom_up_filter f t = list_synthesize ##(filter_listf#) t 

Such a filter might be used to remove the macros from the declaration lists 
mentioned above. 

A function that splices in particular elements is provided: 

bottom_up_splice .. (Tree a-> [Tree a])-> Tree a-> Tree a 

bottom_up_spliceft = list_synthesize ##(reduce (map# f)(++)) t 

Splicing is often used in unfolding operations, where, for example, a single 
declaration may n~ed to turn into several lower level declarations. Such might be 
the case in a preprocessor for a language that extends the language with the 
concept of relation. Then the splicing function might declare two access 
functions to provide associative access in the translation. 

This may need to be reformulated to pass along the type of the list elements. 
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Top down versions of the above functions rely on discovering a zero of 
particular functions: 

zero :: (a-> a) ->a-> Boolean 

zerolx = lx==x 
Then an auxiliary function, tdl_synthesize, is defined that looks for zeros of the 
function applied to the lists in the original tree. When it finds one, it uses the 
recursive result being passed up by the list_synthesize. Otherwise, it uses the 
result of the applied function on the original tree. 

tdl_synthesize 
Tree a 

:: ([Tree a] -> [Tree a] -> [Tree a]) ->Tree a-> 

tdl_synthesize 1 t = list_synthesize g t 
where g rr (Node l s) I (zero Is) = rr 

g rr (Node l s) = s 

Top_downfilter, is then defined in terms of this: 

top_down_filter .. (Tree a-> Boolean)-> Tree a-> Tree a 

top_down_filter 1 t = tdl_synthesize ##(filter_listl##) t 

Similarly, a top down version of the splice function is defined: 

top_down_splice :: 

top_down_splice It 
##)) t 

(Tree a-> [Tree a])-> Tree a-> Tree a 

= tdl_synthesize ##(reduce_list (++) (map_listl 

The choice of whether to use top down or bottom up functions is usually 
dependent on whether the language being processed is recursive. When it is not, 
the top down version should be more efficient. 

4 LARGE EXAMPLE DEVELOPMENT 

A very large example has been programmed in the calculus and using a precursor 
to the calculus developed here (Wile, 1986). The task is to transform the language 
used to specify grammars to Y ACC into a "tastefully designed" abstract syntax 
definition for the same language in C++. Details and considerable more 
motivation for this are presented in (Wile, 1996). However, the specialized 
operators described above are well represented in this metaprogram, so they will 
be sketched below. 
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The task is accomplished in three stages. First, the Y ACC input syntax is 
mapped into Popart's grammar description syntax (Wile, 1991), called "WBNF' 
herein. Then the algorithm in Figure 1 massages the grammar into a form that 
would be considered "good style" as a grammar to be input to Popart. Such 
grammars take advantage of Popart's ability to specify higher-level concepts, 
such as iteration, optionality, and precedence. The conventions used in Popart 
grammars are: 

• concatenation: block := declarations statements; 
• alternation: declaration := function I procedure; 
• constant lexical items: plusop :='+I'-; 
• optionality: int := 'integer identifier { 'in range } ; 
• "Kleene plus": statements:= statement+; 
• lists with separators: funcall := identifier '( expr " ', '); 
• precedence: expr := < ('+ I '-), ('* I '/), '" > primitive; 
• nesting: 'declare ('integer I 'real) variable; 
• variable lexical items: LEXEME <I alphanumeric; 
A set of heuristics is used to map into this language, sometimes occasioning the 
introduction of new productions and the elimination of originals. 

The final stage of conversion consists of mapping the WBNF language into a 
suitable abstract syntax representation in C++. Both the conversion into WBNF 
and the conversion from WBNF into an abstract syntax are quite simple and are 
omitted here. This and other details of the Common Lisp I Popart implementation 
are available from the author. 

Figure 1 specifies the essence of the major transformation being 
accomplished. 
· A brief "walk" through the normalize program will illustrate the use of the 
abstract syntax-specific operators. First, consider an example portion of a YACC 
grammar: 

model: 
specification: 

definition: 

specification 
definition I definition specification 

type_dcl SEMI I const_dcl SEMI I except_dcl SEMI I 
interface SEMI I module SEMI 

The (omitted) program referred to above will have converted this into Popart: 

model ·.-
specification := 
definition 

specification ; 
definition I definition specification ; 
type_dcl '; I const_dcl '; I except_dcl '; I 
interface '; I module '; ; 

The first thing the normalize algorithm does is to analyze the usage of 
nonterminal names in the grammar, keeping track of the top_level_productions 
(TLP) in a manner similar to the function usesJreely defined above. 
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So the first real transfonnation of G is to apply two transfonnations, 

nonnalize_ wbnf G = 9 
let top_level_productions = TLP G 

simplified -= canonicalize (T_distribute ?? T_unnest) G 
iterated = 

fp simplified 
#(bottom_up_splice 

(T_introduce_iteration ?? #([#])) #) 
nonnal_recursion = 

bottom_up_splice 
(T _introduce_precedence ?? 

Ts_nonnalize_left_recursion #([ #])) 
iterated 

to_unfold = 
productions (top_down_tilter R_unfoldable nonnal_recursion) 

all_unfolded = 
canonicalize #(unfold_into # to_unfold) nonnal_recursion 

pruned = 
prune 

rename_duplicates 
(prune 

T_add_compaction 
(prune all_unfolded #(was_unfolded # to_unfold))) 

constant_pattems = reduce_tree (union) (relabel foldable_constants 
pruned) 

constant_productions = map_list detine_:constant_production 
constant_pattems 

constants_added =prune #(fold_constants # constant_productions) 
pruned 

concatenate_constants s@((Node Production l):x) o 
= s ++ constant_productions 

concatenate_constants so= s 
productions_added = list_synthesize concatenate_constants 

constants_added 
used_somewhere p = reachable p productions_added 

top_level_productions 

in top_down_tilter used_somewhere productions_added 

Figure 1: WBNF Nonnalization Example 

T_distribute and T_unnest, exhaustively until they no longer apply, using the 
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canonicalize operator. (These transfonnations are available from the author in an 
appendix to this paper.) The distribution transfonnation takes alternatives and 
variously groups them or turns them into options. For example, 

specification definition I definition specification ; 

will be turned into 

specification definition { specification } ; 

One stage of the transformation process will tum 

definition 

into 

definition 

This will then become: 

definition 

type_dcl'; I const_dcl'; I except_dcl'; I 
interface'; I module'; ; 

( type_dcll const_dcl) '; I except_dcl '; I 
interface '; I module '; ; 

(( type_dcll const_dcl) I except_dcl) '; I 
interface '; I module '; ; 

Hence, the unnesting transfonnations are ultimately needed to get the result: 

definition ·.-

which is actually produced. 

( type_dcll const_dcll except_dcll 
interface I module ) '; ; 

The repeated application of simplify until it converges - the canonicalize 
operator - is necessary here, as far as I can tell. In addition to promotion of 
operators into a single synthesize pass, it will be even more important to 
understand under what circumstances the least-fixed-point operator can be pushed 
inside the computation, known as the "tixed-point fusion" problem (Jeuring, 
1995). Understanding how to incorporate Kibler's results (Kibler, 1978) will be 
important here, too. 

To go on with the algorithm, the next phase is to introduce Popart's iterative 
constructs into the grammar. For example, 

key_Iist 

will tum into 

key_list 

.- key I key COMMA key _list 

·.- key"', ; 

This is accomplished by looking for particular recursive definitions by the 
transfonnation Ts_introduce_iteration. This transfonnation produces a sequence 
of productions as its result. This introduction can be done as a simple splice of 
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one or more productions into the existing set of productions. (An extra production 
is needed when the repeated element is not a simple nonterminal, like key was 
here. Popart only allows the repetition of nonterminals.) Once again, this process 
needs to be reapplied until all iteration has been extracted, using the least-fixed
point operator. 

Precedence and the forms of left recursion that Popart permits are then 
introduced. Since these cannot produce results that can further need reduction, 
they can be spliced in in a single pass. 

Now there are two kinds of productions that normally do not occur in WBNF 
grammars. It is fairly rare to have a production like key_list; rather, its definition 
is unfolded into its usage context. Similarly, whenever the entire right hand side 
of a production is optional, it is more common to put the optionality with the 
situation in which it is optional. Hence, 

interface_header := 'INTERFACE identifier opt_inheritance_spec 
opt_type_property _list ; 

opt_inheritance_spec := { ': inheritance_spec } ; 
inheritance_spec := scoped_name A',; 
opt_type_property _list := { type_property _list } ; 

should be turned into: 

interface_header := ' INTERFACE identifier { ' : scoped_name A ' , } 

{ type_property _list } ; 

Hence, the algorithm first determines which productions have right hand sides 
that are simply options or iterations. It then unfolds the definitions, even those 
that are to be unfolded into themselves, until no more unfolding can occur. For 
example, the inheritance_spec disappeared in the example above, for just this 
reason. A more efficient version would do a topological sort, based on an 
analysis of which productions use which others after the precedence and left 
recursion introduction, and then unfold the definitions. Then the definitions are 
unfolded into the rest of the grammar using the prune operator. 

Two more prunings deal with technical details of Popart's WBNF. As was 
hinted at above, the way Popart produces an abstract syntax from a WBNF 
specification is to create field names for each of the nonterminals on the right 
hand side of a production. It is rare for the same nonterminal to occur twice and 
mean the same thing. Hence, the rename_duplicates function generates unique 
names for each occurrence of a nonterminal name on the right hand side. Some 
productions, such as alternatives of simple nonterminals, need not have any 
representation in the abstract syntax. Such productions are said to be represented 
compactly in Popart. "II" at the end of a production indicates that it may not have 

• Indeed, there may be productions whose mnemonic value is useful. The actual progam allows 
the user to specify these in the interface. 
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an abstract syntax representation. Hence, these two prunings get the syntax ready 
for producing an abstract syntax. 

Another detail concerning the relationship between concrete and abstract 
syntaxes is that alternations of constants in the concrete syntax often correspond 
to variant record keys in the abstract syntax. Hence, the next pass is concerned 
with finding the constant_pattems that occur within the tree and breaking them 
out explicitly into their own constant_productions. The constant patterns are then 
folded out of the tree using a prune withfold_constants. 

Hence, the last three passes would have taken: 

switch_type_spec ·- integer_type I char_type I boolean_type I .-
enum_type I scoped_name ; 

inverse_traversal_path ·- identifier' :: identifier; .-
key_spec ·- ( ' KEY I ' KEYS ) key " ' , ; .-

and introduced: 

switch_type_spec ·- integer_type I char_type I boolean_type I .-
enum_type I scoped_name II ; 

inverse_traversal_path .- identifier#A' :: identifier#B ; 
key_spec ·- con_l key"', ; .-
con_l ·- 'KEY I' KEYS; .-

The concatenate_constants "pass" would have introduced the definition of con_l. 
Finally, all that is left to do is to eliminate the productions that are not used 

any more, using the reachable function (which again must do an analysis similar 
to usesJreely above), based on the set of top_level_productions, in the filter, 
used_somewhere 

5 RELATED WORK 

The works of Meertens (1988) and Gibbons (1991, 1993, 1994) are most related 
to the labeled tree theory developed herein. Since Meertens' trees have no labels 
on the nonterminal nodes, they really cannot be used effectively to model abstract 
syntax trees. Tricks like making the first subtree be a leaf node carrying the type, 
or pairing trees and subsequences, etc., would destroy the beauty of the reduction 
operators applied to the trees. However, Meertens' development is most like the 
present, much in the spirit of the Theory of Lists (Bird, 1987). His work has many 
more theorems and goes on to great depths in categorizing how trees can be 
evaluated in different orders, etc. The present work must be reexamined page-by
page for insights and cross-over theorems. Similar insights must be sought from 
Jeuring and Swierstra's recent work (1995), wherein catamorphisms specialized 
to any particular abstract syntax are produced automatically. 

The catamorphism theorem of Meertens (1992) and its generalization by 
Malcolm (1990) form the stepping-off point for Gibbons' labeled binary trees. His 
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operators are slightly different from those presented here. For example, his 
reduce corresponds to synthesize, but only the label is passed with the reducts to 
the reduce operator rather than the whole tree. This cannot matter, since it is a 
trivial matter to produce a tree with the entire child sequence as its label in his 
calculus. Gibbons too has many theorems, especially concerning catamorphisms, 
that can be brought across to the theory presented herein. The major theorems 
from his work concern the efficiency of combinations of operators. These will be 
especially important for the present development if these operators are ever used 
in production versions of program manipulation systems. 

Although these influences are most directly related to the motivation for the 
study of the abstract syntax tree abstractions, considerable early work in 
transformation systems and theorem proving systems is consonant with the 
substance of the operators arrived at for the calculus. Huet and Lang (1978) 
emphasized the importance of second-order patterns to such a calculus very early 
on, pointing to the use of structured editor commands as the operational means 
for expressing transformation application. 

Paulson (1983) in the PPLAMBDA language (based on LCF) arrived at 
several of the same operators for the manipulation of proof trees and other 
rewriting strategies as are described here. For example his FIRST _FCONV is like 
my first to apply. (As with Huet and Lang, he emphasized the matching aspects 
of what would be a calculus for proof manipulation.) His set of tacticals should 
be examined in terms of the calculus presented here in the context of general 
abstract syntax tree manipulation. 

Reinhold Heckmann's (1988) language for tree transformations in the 
PROSPECTRA system is especially relevant to the present work. Although his 
work also concerns the pattern-matching aspects of a metaprogramming calculus, 
some of his "functionals" are reminiscent of the operators presented here. For 
example, his Extend operator is a "flat" version of the splicing operator presented 
here. His mechanism for applying transformations is quite rudimentary, despite 
the rather well-developed pattern language presented in (Heckmann, 1988). 

In fact, neither Heckman, nor Huet and Lang, nor Paulson, focus on the 
recursive structure of transformation application that is featured in the calculus 
here. Indeed, the various means for expressing transformations presented in these 
works could be used in concert with this calculus. (Using Paulson's tactics would 
not b~ germane, however, for one cannot reason about the calculus if the entirety 
of recursive function theory is available within the operators!) 

Naturally, attribute grammars (Reps, 1982) are also related to these operators, 
as competitors, in fact. They motivated the naming of the inherit and synthesize 
operators. One hopes that the incremental update analysis will have analogs in the 
metaprogramming calculus. 

Many other relationships exist, e.g. with Lieberherr's (1995) adaptive 
programming methodology, where implicit paths replace the various mapping 
operators defined here. Code walking techniques are also relevant (Goldman, 
1989}, especially as targets for compilation of the metaprogramming calculus. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The foundations for a calculus for metaprogramming will include a calculus for 
pattern matching and primitive transformation as well as a calculus for 
transformation application. The operators presented above can form the basis for 
a calculus for transformation application. The operators presented have been 
found useful in a large, practical transformational development, and seem 
consonant with other transformation tasks undertaken by the author in the past. 

The elegance of the category theoretic foundations for the fundamental 
operators should provide immediately, so-called "promotion theorems" as rules to 
be used in the calculus. 

As usual, much more remains to be done. First, I would like to find some 
design principle for understanding exactly which operators to include as 
fundamental to the calculus. For example, there are two rather obvious functions 
on labeled trees - suggested by a reviewer of the paper - that I have not found 
particularly useful when manipulating abstract syntax trees, namely the 
catamorphism for labeled trees and a map function that relabels based purely on 
the current label. Moreover, I only recently discovered the need for the 
positional_inherit operator. 

I suspect that the real answer to the completeness and adequacy concerns will 
rely on solving the second problem, namely, that very few computation rules for 
the calculus have been demonstrated here. The real test of the calculus beyond its 
ability to express what is necessary is the ability to reason with it, in calculations. 
Considerably more experience is needed here. Certainly, efficiency concerns will 
be a driving force. Special consideration of tactics for eliminating fixed-point 
application in the presence of some of the simpler operators will be necessary. 
This will require at the very least that the transformations applied be analyzable 
(not boding well for higher-order transformations, I fear). Another area for 
exploration is the invention of further operators for areas of abstract syntax 
specification not yet explored. What operators can take advantage of understand 
the inheritance hierarchy of phyla or the optional presence of fields in an abstract 
syntax tree record? 

These issues notwithstanding, the present formulation of operators provides a 
higher level of specification for transformation applications than other 
alternatives presently available. 
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DISCUSSION SESSION 

WEDNESDAY MORNING 

Armando Haeberer: I would like to begin with some motivation for my dis
cussion topic. The Achatz and Partsch paper contains the sentence "Transfor
mational programming is short for a methodology of constructing programs 
from formal problem specifications". The Pettorossi and Proietti paper says: 
"There are various methodologies for developing programs from specifica
tions". If you look around the literature, you also have the CIP method, the 
VDM and Z methods, Squiggol (the Bird-Meertens formalism), and so on. 
Now the categorical mafia is bringing programming in the large into WG2.1. 
We should be careful because there are other things that are claimed to be 
methods: Shlaer-Mellor, Booch, the Rise method, and so on. So the question 
is: what is or is not a method or methodology? And do these methods and 
calculi have any connection to the meaning in, say, the Runge-Kutta method, 
or the Solvay method in chemistry, or other methods in mathematics and 
logic? 

Jim Boyle: One might characterize object-oriented things as a method for 
developing programs, but most of the ones I have seen are not what I would 
call a formal method. There are no axioms and the manipulations are not 
supported by a well-developed theory. 

Dave Wile: A basic idea of a useful calculus is that induction is a nasty thing. 
Program verification is difficult because it involves induction. The solution is 
to add higher-order operators to datatypes and to establish their properties 
once and for all. By expressing their programs in terms of these operators, 
users can reason in terms of the equational properties of the operators, prop
erties like distributivity, commutativity, and so on. 

Alberto Pettorossi: I don't think we should enter a terminological debate. 
What is more important is the objective of a calculus. 

Jeremy Gibbons: The way I have always understood the terms, a calculus 
is a collection of notations and laws, while a method tells you how to use these 
things. For example, folding and unfolding are semantics-preserving transfor
mations, and Darlington and Burstall's unfold-fold method tells you how to 
apply these transformations to obtain new programs. 

Jim Boyle: I would like to change the topic slightly. The first two talks 
illustrated different points on the spectrum of approaches to transformation. 
Partsch's talk was about a large transformation that could be used in many 
situations provided all the requirements could be verified. Pettorossi's talk was 
more at the level of the basic rules of calculation, and therefore potentially 
more mechanizable. The disadvantage is that every time you encounter a 
similar specification you prove essentially the same theorem over and over. 
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I would be interested in a discussion of the relative advantages of the two 
approaches. 

Richard Bird: The difference between basic rules and larger theorems is com
mon in mathematics. For example, compare the chain rule for differentiation 
with a theorem that says that under certain conditions a differential equation 
has a certain closed-form solution. There is no reason to prefer one kind of 
result over the other, they are simply aspects of the same theory expressed at 
different levels. 

Jim Boyle: While in a sense I agree, my experience is that if one wants to 
do automatic transformation, then it is better to work at the rule level. The 
higher-level theorem requires a lot of verification of the attendant hypotheses. 
You gain flexibility by doing things in small steps, even though you pay a 
price in terms of extra work. 

Michel Sintzoff: As a human being, I would like to use those excellent 
ideas expressed as theorems. I am waiting for the kind of organized body of 
knowledge in our field as exists in classical mathematics. Although we have 
made good progress over five or ten years, I am not sure that my students 
are able to use these systems and theories. I give them selected papers from 
you guys, and can tell you that sometimes their reactions are very interesting! 
They can survive courses in classical mathematics, but not in algorithmic 
calculi. 

Alberto Pettorossi: Terminological discussion is not really useful. I do not 
care whether this is a table or a desk, but I do care whether this object is 
what I need when writing a paper or attending a lecture. I want to specify 
that the object is stable and does not move when I am writing. 

Doug Smith: Is there a formal definition of a calculus? We know now what 
an algebra is and we can talk about transformations between algebras. There 
is a formalization of what a logic is with institutions, and that allows us to 
talk about morphisms between logics. You see now work on operations that 
are institutionally independent, so you can have machine support for theorem 
proving that is independent of the logic you are working in. In the Specware 
system we have been using that as a basis for code generation. I am not 
sure what the benefits of formalizing a design calculus would be, but you can 
imagine some calculus-independent operations. 

Steve Schuman: A long time ago we were taught by some people here that a 
calculus was something that could be done by purely syntactic manipulation. 
During one period, when there were summer schools in the Netherlands, peo
ple were quite enthusiastic about the idea; they felt the beginnings of progress, 
and also as much of what was needed as a formal definition of a calculus. I 
don't think we should be in a hurry to lose that potential, a potential that 
might interest and impact the outside world, and should not try to come up 
with a formal definition of what a calculus is. 
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Dave Wile: It seems to me that the key issue is what you can express, what 
you can prove in the language, without using induction. How much of the 
space can you cover without using induction? 

Tom Maibaum: There is more to a calculus than just a formal framework. It 
is not quite having a goal because the same calculation may support different 
goals. Method introduces goals and can be both formal and non-formal. For 
example, people knew how to put metal things round wheels before they un
derstood the science. They knew you had to heat the metal up, put it on the 
wheel, and let it cool down so it would fit tightly. But they could not explain 
why they did it, nevertheless, it was a perfectly effective informal method. En
gineers, on the other hand, want formal methods. They want the things that 
they do to be explainable in terms of calculations even if such calculations are 
not actually done in most situations. So, electronic engineers design filters by 
using an informal notation - the tent and poles method - but there is a close 
correlation between this visual representation and the differential equations 
that it represents. If you asked them, some can produce the differential equa
tion representation and do calculations instead of manipulations in the visual 
model. 


